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Introduction

Ossec is an Open Source HIDS: an host based intrusion detection system. It is released under a 
GPLv3 license. It can parse log messages in real time, correlate events, generate alert messages and 
check file systems looking for rootkits or files that changed after a previous control. It has three 
installation types available: server, agent or local. Each one suitable for every requirement. Log 
parsing is made by server and local installation while the agent just sends log messages to a server 
on an encrypted connection. Databases for rootkit detection (signature files) or file integrity 
checking (files' checksum stored in a text file) are maintained on server. 

Ossec can also perform “active-response” running custom scripts to block some types of attack. 

Ossec is multi-platform but here only GNU/Linux is considered.

Installation (server side), main configuration, rules and decoders, files integrity checking and 
rootkits detection will be covered here with a particular attention on log parsing and dedicated rules' 
creation for custom applications.

All references are reported in the “Bibliography” section.

Installation

Download the latest version and verify its integrity.

[root@atropo ~]# wget http://www.ossec.net/files/ossec-hids-
latest.tar.gz -O /usr/src/ossec-hids-latest.tar.gz

[...]
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Extract the content of the .tar.gz file, change to the created directory, and then run the install script.

[root@atropo ossec-hids-1.6]# pwd

/usr/src/ossec-hids-1.6

[root@atropo ossec-hids-1.6]# ./install.sh 

1. Select your preferred language

[...]

 (en/br/cn/de/el/es/fr/it/jp/pl/ru/sr/tr) [en]: [return]

2. Choose: update or install

The installation script will detect if you already have Ossec installed.

The OSSEC_INIT variable from src/init/shared.sh (relative to the package directory) is 
/etc/ossec-init.conf. 

An example of the content:

DIRECTORY="/var/ossec" 

VERSION="v1.5" 

DATE="Thu Jul 10 16:26:15 CEST 2008" 

TYPE="server" 

The isUpdate function from src/init/update.sh will verify if the file /etc/ossec-init.conf 
exists and if it is not empty: in this case you'll be asked if you want to update or perform a new 
installation.

Update:

- You already have OSSEC installed. Do you want to update it? (y/n): y 

- Do you want to update the rules? (y/n):y

Install:

1- What kind of installation do you want (server, agent, local or 
help)?

There are three installation types available (help option):

Server

If you choose 'server', you will be able to analyze all  the logs, create e-mail notifications and  
responses, and also receive logs from remote syslog machines and from systems running the  
'agents' (from where traffic is sent encrypted to the server).

Local

If you choose 'local', you will be able to do everything the server does, except receiving remote  
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messages from the agents or external syslog devices.

Agent

If you choose 'agent'(client), you will be able to read local files (from syslog, snort, apache, etc)  
and forward  them (encrypted) to the server for analysis.

1- What kind of installation do you want (server, agent, local or 
help)? server 

- Server installation chosen. 

2- Setting up the installation environment. 

 - Choose where to install the OSSEC HIDS [/var/ossec]: [return]

 - Installation will be made at  /var/ossec . 

[Default installation directory]

3- Configuring the OSSEC HIDS. 

Now you will be asked for some configuration options.
E-mail notification: should Ossec send e-mail notification or not?
Here it is possible to disable e-mail notification.
Choosing to enable notification it is necessary to specify an e-mail account where you will receive 
every alert above a certain severity. 

3.1- Do you want e-mail notification? (y/n) [y]: [return]

   - What's your e-mail address? me@mydomain.com 

Then the installer will try to find your smtp server: you will be asked to confirm or not the result of 
the process; at this point it is possible to modify the configuration:

    - We found your SMTP server as: alias.mydomain.com. 

  - Do you want to use it? (y/n) [y]: n 

  - What's your SMTP server ip/host? smtp.mydomain.com

The result of this phase will write the following configuration lines in ossec.conf:

<global> 
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    <email_notification>yes</email_notification> 

    <email_to>me@mydomain.com</email_to> 

    <smtp_server>smtp.mydomain.com</smtp_server> 

    <email_from>ossecm@host.mydomain.com</email_from> 

</global> 

[More e-mail notification configuration options will follow.]

Integrity check daemon configuration: by default monitor all configuration files and binaries in 
Unix/Linux/BSD operating system and system directories in Windows. 

3.2- Do you want to run the integrity check daemon? (y/n) [y]: 
[return]

- Running syscheck (integrity check daemon).

Rootcheck: rootkit detection (using signature and anomaly detection technology) and policy 
enforcement (detection of forbidden  software or configuration).

3.3- Do you want to run the rootkit detection engine? (y/n) [y]: 
[return]

    - Running rootcheck (rootkit detection).

Active response: in this case I choose not to enable it.

3.4- Active response allows you to execute a specific 

       command based on the events received. For example, 

       you can block an IP address or disable access for 

       a specific user.  

       More information at: 

       http://www.ossec.net/en/manual.html#active-response 

   - Do you want to enable active response? (y/n) [y]: n

- Active response disabled.

3.5- Do you want to enable remote syslog (port 514 udp)? (y/n) [y]:n 

--- Remote syslog disabled. 
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3.6- Setting the configuration to analyze the following logs: 

    -- /var/log/messages 

    -- /var/log/secure 

    -- /var/log/maillog 

 - If you want to monitor any other file, just change 

   the ossec.conf and add a new localfile entry. 

   Any questions about the configuration can be answered 

   by visiting us online at http://www.ossec.net . 

   --- Press ENTER to continue ---

Configuration

Ossec configuration files are, in a default installation, under /var/ossec/etc. 

Main configuration file is  ossec.conf and it is an xml based file. Advanced options are in 
internal_options.conf.

Ossec.conf

The root element is <ossec_config> which may contain other subelements such as <global>, 
<alerts>, <email_alerts>, <remote>, <database_output>, <rules>, <client>, <localfile>, 
<syscheck>, <rootcheck>, <command>, <active_response>.

<global>

<global> 

    <email_notification>yes</email_notification> 

    <email_to>me@mydomain.com</email_to> 

    <smtp_server>smtp.mydomain.com</smtp_server> 

    <email_from>ossecm@host.mydomain.com</email_from>

    <email_maxperhour>60</email_maxperhour>

    <stats>3</stats>

</global> 
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This section, as seen before, specifies if e-mail notification has been enabled or not. If 
<email_notification> is set to yes we must indicate at least one recipient e-mail address. Within 
the <smpt_server> tag we can indicate the outbound smtp server using either a fully qualified 
hostname or a valid IP address.

It is possible to set a  maximum threshold of e-mails per hour within the <email_maxperhour> tag. 
If more than the specified value of e-mails are generated all remaining alerts will be sent grouped at 
the end of the hour.

Ossec creates a “baseline of the events”: if the number of messages grows too much in a determined 
period of time (there are daily stats, weekly stats...) an alert is generated.

It is possible to set some values in internal_options.conf:

# Analysisd stats maximum diff. 

analysisd.stats_maxdiff=2000 

# Analysisd stats minimum diff. 

analysisd.stats_mindiff=60 

# Analysisd stats percentage (how much to differ from average) 

analysisd.stats_percent_diff=20

Anyway, setting <stats> to 0 (zero) will disable it. Other values such as 3 or 4 will probably never 
generate an alert.

It is also possible to clear all stats so they will be regenerated: there is the clear_stats command:

[root@atropo ~]# clear_stats -a 

** Internal stats clear. 

Other available options: 

        -d       Clear the daily averages. 

     -w       Clear the weekly averages.

In Ossec default installation localhost and name servers are in a white list.

To put entire networks in white list it is possible to use CIDR notation.

<global> 

    <white_list>127.0.0.1</white_list> 

    <white_list>^localhost.localdomain$</white_list> 

    <white_list>192.168.2.2</white_list> 

    <white_list>192.168.2.1</white_list> 

    <white_list>192.168.1.0/24</white_list> 

</global> 
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<alerts> 

An alert can have a severity level from 0 to 15.

Level Description

0 Ignored, no action taken. Scanned before all others (grouping).

2 System low priority notification and “catch all” rule with BAD_WORD.

3 Successful/authorized events.

4 System low priority errors.

5 User generated error (missed passwords, denied actions, etc.).

8 First time seen events.

10 Multiple user generated errors: multiple bad passwords, multiple failed logins.

12 High importance event: error or warning messages from the system, kernel, etc. or 
something that might indicate an attack against a specific application.

13 Unusual error. Common attack patterns.

14 High importance security event: correlation of multiple attack rules.

15 Attack successful.

This section has two subelements:

<alerts> 

    <log_alert_level>1</log_alert_level> 

    <email_alert_level>7</email_alert_level> 

</alerts> 

<log_alert_level> tag is meant to determine the alert level needed to start logging while 
<email_alert_level> determines at which level e-mails will be generated to report an alert. 

<email_alerts>

This tag provides more granular e-mail alerting capabilities.

a. By group: in this section using the <group> tag it is possible to configure Ossec to send only 
those alerts classified in a determined group such as apache, syslog, cisco_vpn, windows, 
mysql_log, firewall, squid, etc.

<email_alerts> 

<email_to>two@mydomain.com</email_to> 

<group>apache</group>

</email_alerts>

b. By level: using the <level> tag, it is possible to indicate the minimum severity level from which 
e-mail alerts are sent.

<email_alerts> 
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<email_to>security@mydomain.com</email_to> 

<level>12</level> 

<do_not_group/> 

<do_not_delay/>

</email_alerts>

c. By location: within the <event_location> tag it is possible to have Ossec sending e-mails for 
every alert generated on a certain host, subnet or log file. Note that the pipe character separates 
multiple locations.

<email_alerts> 

<email_to>one@mydomain.com</email_to> 

<event_location>farma|farmb|farm01|farm02|
10.1.1</event_location>

<do_not_group/>

</email_alerts>

d. By rule id: it is possible to select only those alerts generated by certain rules.

<email_alerts> 

<email_to>admin@mydomain.com</email_to> 

<rule_id>100078</rule_id>

</email_alerts>

The <format> tag used as a subelement of <email_alerts> may contain the “sms” string to obtain 
e-mails formatted for an sms-capable device.

<do_not_delay> tag requests to send alert by e-mail without any delay while <do_not_group> is 
intended for e-mails not to be grouped when sent.

The other options which configure e-mail grouping are in internal_options.conf:

# Maild grouping (0=disabled, 1=enabled) 

# Groups alerts within the same e-mail. 

maild.groupping=1 

<remote> 

In this section two connection types are defined : one, named “secure”, for agent communication 
with the server on udp port 1514  and the other one, named “syslog”, meant to activate syslog 
capabilities in order to receive messages from remote hosts on port 514 tcp and udp. 

<remote> 
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    <connection>syslog</connection> 

</remote> 

<remote> 

    <connection>secure</connection> 

</remote>

The <remote> tag has an <allowed-ips> subelement useful if you need to permit only some hosts, 
or every host on a network, to connect to the server without iptables filtering.

<localfile>

The <localfile> tag contains information about which log files to monitor. It has two 
subelements: <log_format> specifies which log type is read while <location> contains the path of 
the log message.

Log types are: syslog, snort-full, snort-fast, apache, iis, squid, nmapg, mysql_log, postgresql_log, 
eventlog, djb-multilog.

In <location> it is possible to use strftime expressions or globbing [*] (but not combined).

<localfile> 

    <log_format>syslog</log_format> 

    <location>/var/log/%Y/%Y-%m/%Y-%m-%d/local/messages</location> 

 </localfile>

<rules>

This tag has an <include> child which specifies every file containing rules.

<syscheck> and <rootcheck> will be covered later on in a dedicated section: “File integrity 
checking, rootkit detection and policy enforcement”.

Decoders and rules

Configuration  files  for  decoders  and  rules  are  stored  respectively  in 
/var/ossec/etc/decoder.xml and in /var/ossec/rules/macrogroup-of-rules-name.xml.

Each event contained in every single log message (one line) goes through three different steps  in 
order to generate an alert, be logged or just be discarded.

First step is pre-decoding: during this phase static information is extracted from log messages, 
where possible. This is possible only for log messages coming from widely used applications if not 
in syslog format.

Extracted fields are:

– hostname

– program_name

– log
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– time/date

Examples:

Log message: “Oct 28 14:21:39 atropo sshd[855]: Accepted password for piopio from 
192.168.3.13 port 45018 ssh2”

**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding. 

      full event: 'Oct 28 14:21:39 atropo sshd[855]: Accepted password 
for piopio from 192.168.3.13 port 45018 ssh2' 

      hostname: 'atropo' 

      program_name: 'sshd' 

log: 'Accepted password for piopio from 192.168.3.13 port 45018 
ssh2'

Pre-decoding phase successfully determined values for “hostname”, “program_name” and “log” 
facilitating the next phase.

Log message: “heartbeat[3249]: 2008/10/28_18:27:12 info: Heartbeat shutdown in 
progress. (3249)”

**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding. 

     full event: 'heartbeat[3249]: 2008/10/28_18:27:12 info: 
Heartbeat shutdown in progress. (3249)' 

      hostname: 'atropo' 

      program_name: '(null)' 

   log: 'heartbeat[3249]: 2008/10/28_18:27:12 info: Heartbeat 
shutdown in progress. (3249)'

Heartbeat shutdown message instead hasn't given the same result because of its different format.

Second step is decoding: during this phase also non static information  is extracted. It is possible to 
analyze a log message using some powerful options. This phase is important mainly when needing 
to increase log parsing speed or to compare some recurrent fields' values in events: users, ips, 
hostnames, categories, urls. Decoders are user defined.

There are specific rules in writing decoders: the <decoder> tag always needs the attribute name.

It is possible and more flexible to create parent and child decoders. So if program_name has been 
extracted in the pre-decoding phase this can be used here with the <program_name> tag to define a 
parent decoder for a specific application; if not correctly extracted the <prematch> tag is available.

Examples:

Log message: “Oct 28 14:21:39 atropo sshd[855]: Accepted password for piopio from 
192.168.3.13 port 45018 ssh2”

Decoded fields in pre-decoding:

 hostname: 'atropo' 
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      program_name: 'sshd' 

      log: 'Accepted password for piopio from 192.168.3.13 port 45018 
ssh2'

Decoder (only the parent decoder):

<decoder name="sshd"> 

<program_name>^sshd</program_name> 

</decoder>

Result:

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

     decoder: 'sshd'

[...]

Log message: “heartbeat[3249]: 2008/10/28_18:27:12 info: Heartbeat shutdown in 
progress. (3249)”

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

     No decoder matched. 

With a custom decoder:

<decoder name="heartbeat"> 

<prematch>^heartbeat[\w+]:</prematch> 

<regex offset="after_prematch">(\d\d\d\d/\d+/\d
+_\d\d:\d\d:\d\d)</regex> 

<order>data</order> 

</decoder> 

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

     decoder: 'heartbeat' 

     extra_data: '2008/10/28_18:27:12'

There was no program_name available in this case so the <prematch> tag has been used instead.

After the parent decoder is created it is possible to have child decoders which extract more 
information. Nested decoders speed up the parsing process because they are conditional: some 
decoders are called only if other decoders matched before.

A child decoder refers to its parent with the <parent> tag. Then with <prematch> and <regex> it is 
possible to select other information.
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<prematch> matches every portion of the log message. It uses the os_regex library in decoders as 
well as <regex> (in both rules and decoders).

<regex> specifies where each field is: fields are then explicitly indicated in the <order> tag 
separated by commas.

<prematch> and <regex> are usually used (and it is recommended) with the offset attribute 
which can have three values: after_parent, after_prematch and after_regex . These options 
specify where to start computing: if a portion of the log message has already been read it is not 
useful to parse this part again, so if the parent decoder read the first part of the log, <prematch> or 
<regex> will start evaluating after this point (after the parent decoder, after the prematch tag or 
after the previous regex).

Within regular expressions in the <regex> tag it is possible to indicate some capture groups: by 
putting in parenthesis some expressions these will be available through the <order> tag to associate 
values to named fields.

Fields are: srcip, dstip, srcport, dstport, action, user, id, status, command, url, data (in rule as 
extra_data) and protocol and system_name (unfortunately with no correspondence in rules).

<fts> is related to the “first time seen” function in rules. There is a queue with a certain number of 
recorded events (in the text file /var/ossec/queue/fts/fts-queue). Certain decoders use this tag 
to indicate which fields must be stored in queue in order to give an alert the first time a certain 
combination is logged. 

The fts queue is configured in internal_options.conf:

# Analysisd FTS list size. 

analysisd.fts_list_size=32 

# Analysisd FTS minimum string size.    

analysisd.fts_min_size_for_str=14

<type> assigns a category to events (firewall, ids, syslog, web-log, squid, windows, ossec). 
Categories are then specified in rules: events with a category go faster through rules' matching 
being tested only against those rules belonging to the same category. 

OS_regex library: used in <regex> (both in decoders and rules), <if_matched_regex> (in rules) 
and <prematch> (in decoders).

     Supported expressions:

   \w  ->  A-Z, a-z, 0-9 characters

   \d  ->  0-9 characters

   \s  ->  For spaces " "

   \t  ->  For tabs.

   \p  ->  ()*+,-.:;<=>?[] (punctuation characters)

   \W  ->  For anything not \w

   \D  ->  For anything not \d
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   \S  ->  For anything not \s

   \.  ->  For anything

      +  ->  To match one or more times (eg \w+ or \d+) 

->  To match zero or more times (eg \w* or \p*)

Special characters:

   ^ -> To specify the beginning of the text. 

   $ -> To specify the end of the text. 

   | -> To create an "OR" between multiple patterns.

     Escape characters:

   $ -> \$ 

   ( -> \( 

   ) -> \) 

   \ -> \\   

Tag @ Value Explanation
decoder

@name Unique name.
parent Name of the parent decoder.
program_name Program name as decoded by pre-

decoding.
prematch It matches a string also with regular 

expressions.
@offset after_parent It makes prematch start computing after 

the point where parent decoder stopped.
regex It matches a string with regular 

expressions and capture groups.
@offset after_parent

after_prematch
after_regex

It makes regex start computing after the 
point where the parent, the prematch tag 
or regex stopped.

order srcip, dstip, srcport, 
dstport, protocol, 
action, user, id, 
status, command, url, 

It associates fields selected with regular 
expressions with correspondent fields' 
names.
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data, system_name

fts name, srcip, dstip, 
srcuser, dstuser, id, 
extra_data, 
system_name, location

First time seen. A queue where events 
decoded with this tag are stored in order 
to alert the first time the event gets into 
it.

ftscomment Fts comment.
type firewall, ids, syslog, 

web-log, squid, 
windows, ossec

Type relates to category in rule. Faster 
match process for certain events.

Examples:

Log message: “Oct 28 14:21:39 atropo sshd[855]: Accepted password for piopio from 
192.168.3.13 port 45018 ssh2”

<decoder name="sshd-success"> 

  <parent>sshd</parent> 

  <prematch>^Accepted</prematch> 

  <regex offset="after_prematch">^ \S+ for (\S+) from (\S+) port 
</regex> 

  <order>user, srcip</order> 

  <fts>name, user, location</fts> 

</decoder> 

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'sshd' 

       dstuser: 'piopio' 

       srcip: '192.168.3.13' 

Here the sshd-success child decoder is used for the sshd decoder described in the above example 
with <parent> tag indicating the parent decoder name, the <prematch> tag matching on 
“Accepted”, the <regex> tag evaluating the regular expression with two capture groups after 
prematch (“password for piopio from 192.168.3.13 port 45018”) , <order> tag 
establishing that strings captured by parenthesis “(\S+)” are associated with “user” (the first one) 
and with “srcip” (the second). <fts> will put in the queue - if not yet present - decoder name, user 
and event's location. If not present an alert will be generated.

Log message: “Oct 22 10:12:35 merlino vmunix: NFS3 RFS3_GETATTR failed for server 
diskserver: RPC: Timed out”
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**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding. 

     full event: 'Oct 22 10:12:35 merlino vmunix: NFS3 RFS3_GETATTR 
failed for server diskserver: RPC: Timed out' 

 hostname: 'merlino' 

       program_name: 'vmunix' 

      log:  'NFS3  RFS3_GETATTR  failed  for  server  diskserver:  RPC: 
Timed out' 

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       No decoder matched. 

With custom decoders:

<decoder name="vmunix"> 

<program_name>^vmunix</program_name> 

</decoder> 

<decoder name="nfs3-on-unix-read-error"> 

<parent>vmunix</parent> 

<prematch offset="after_parent">NFS3 RFS3_READ failed|NFS3 
RFS3_GETATTR failed|NFS3 RFS3_ACCESS failed</prematch> 

<regex offset="after_prematch">for server (\S+):</regex> 

<order>system_name</order> 

</decoder>

**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding. 

       full event: 'Oct 22 10:12:35 merlino vmunix: NFS3 RFS3_GETATTR 
failed for server diskserver: RPC: Timed out' 

       hostname: 'merlino' 

       program_name: 'vmunix' 

       log: 'NFS3 RFS3_GETATTR failed for server diskserver: RPC: 
Timed out' 

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 
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       decoder: 'vmunix' 

       system_name: 'diskserver' 

Two decoders have been created: “vmunix” and “nfs3-on-unix-read-error”.

The parent decoder is “vmunix”. One of its children is the second decoder created: <prematch> 
reads after “Oct 22 10:12:35 merlino vmunix” (after_parent) looking for three strings, in this 
case matching on “NFS3 RFS3_GETATTR failed”. <regex> will start where <prematch> finished 
(after_prematch) looking for something like “for server (\S+):”: here a regular expression 
has been used to capture the name of the server decoded as “system_name” in the <order> tag.

The last step consists in passing decoded events through rules.

There are two types of rules: atomic rules and composite rules. The first type is simpler: no 
correlation with other events is done. Composite rules instead have options to correlate multiple 
events based on frequency, severity, location, time, day, user.

Rules are grouped. The <group> tag needs the name attribute: one or more comma separated values 
classifying rule functions (a trailing comma is required if rules will also use the <group> tag).

<rule> is the tag used to declare each rule. There are two compulsory attributes for <rule>: id and 
level. The id must be unique and respect predefined ranges. Local rules (user created) must have 
an id from 100000 to 109999. Level may vary from 0 to 15 (see severity level table above).

Other attributes may be assigned to rules: maxsize (number) specifies the maximum size of a log 
message; overwrite (yes/no) in local rules' file tells Ossec to redefine a preexistent rule copied in 
this file and modified by the user; timeframe (number of seconds) is the time Ossec has to wait for 
new matching events after a certain rule has been fired; frequency (always used with timeframe) 
tells how many events must be collected before firing a rule (composite rule); ignore (number) 
determines how many times a fired rule must be ignored (avoid flood); noalert (0/1) and 
accuracy (0/1).

<rule> must have a child element <description> where key information about the generated alert 
is written. Also <cve> and <info> sibling elements can be used to be more accurate.

If a decoder for the event exists, a <decoded_as> tag can be used to signal logs already identified. 
This tag refers to the name of the decoder and it is useful when creating the first rule for every event 
type which has to group all following rules. The rule created and all child rules will be checked only 
if that decoder has recognized the event.

Otherwise (but not only in this case) <match> tag looks for a string in the log message to recognize 
a certain pattern. Os_match library performs fast string matching also in other tags such as user, url, 
id, status, hostname, program_name, srcport and dstport. These tags are faster then <regex> 
(os_regex).

It is also possible to create a parent rule without a decoder with <program_name> selecting an event 
based on the program name decoded in the predecoding phase (just for syslog messages).

Also the <hostname> tag refers to the decoded host name in predecoding.

The <group> element within rules associates events with other application independent groups 
useful in alert correlation in composite rules. Groups currently used are: invalid_login, 
authentication_success, authentication_failed, connection_attempt, attacks, adduser, sshd, ids, 
firewall, squid, apache, syslog.
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<regex> has the same function as in decoders but without capture groups and offset, just for 
variable fields inside log messages. 

Other tags match decoded fields provided by decoders such as: <srcip> and <dstip> (accepting 
CIDR address and negation), <srcport> and <dstport>, <user>, <id> and <url>.

<category> relates to decoded <type>. An event decoded with a certain type will be checked only 
with rules with the same category.

<time> accepts a time range (hh:mm – hh:mm or hh:mm am – hh:mm pm) and <weekday> accepts 
sunday, sun, monday, mon, tuesday, tue, wednesday, wed, thursday, thu, friday, fri, saturday, sat, 
weekdays, weekends. These tags are intended mainly for policies and for an alert's severity level 
increase.

With <if_sid> it is possible to establish a relationship between rules depending on a parent rule's 
id.

It is possible to concatenate rules with <if_level> and <if_group>.

Composite rules have more conditional options in order to determine if correlated events have 
happened within a time frame. <if_matched_sid>, <if_matched_group> and 
<if_matched_regex> are used always with timeframe and frequency rule options. These tags tell 
Ossec to look back in the event list for events that matched in the past.

Granular composite rules are obtained selecting events by ip, port, location, user with void tags 
<same_source_ip/>, <same_src_port/>, <same_dst_port/>, <same_user/>, 
<same_location/>, <same_id/>, <different_url/>.

<if_fts> is used in rules determining “first time seen” alerts. When decoded fields are included in 
<fts> they'll be searched in the fts queue if an appropriate rule is fired. 

The <options> element can have three values: alert_by_email, no_email_alert and no_log.

Tag @ Value Explanation
group Tag grouping rules.

@name Contextual name.
rule

@id Unique.
@level From 0 to 15. Level 0 rules are 

evaluated first: rule grouping or 
ignore.

@maxsize (number) Maximum size of a log message.

@frequency (number) How many times a rule must 
match.

@accuracy 0/1 0=no,1=yes. Accurate or not.
@noalert 0/1

@ignore (number) How many times a fired rule must 
be ignored.

@overwrite yes/no Overwrite a preexistent rule 
(customize default rule).
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@timeframe (seconds)

description Compulsory.
cve/info

action/status Decoded by decoders with regex.
group invalid_login, 

authentication_
success , 
authentication_
failed , 
connection_atte
mpt , attacks , 
adduser , 
sshd , ids , 
firewall , 
squid , 
apache , syslog 
(...)

Application independent groups.

decoded_as Decoder name that matched.
match Fast string matching on any 

pattern with os_match library. 
regex os_regex. As in decoders.
if_sid
if_group
if_level

It matches only if a certain 
id/group/level match.

if_fts Matches if decoded fields are not 
in the fts queue.

hostname As decoded by predecoder.
scrip/dstip/
srcport/dstport
user/id/url

os_match library. As decoded by 
decoders.

program_name As decoded by predecoder.
category firewall, ids, 

syslog, web-
log, squid, 
windows, ossec

As assigned by decoders (type).

weekday sunday, sun, 
monday, mon, 
tuesday, tue, 
wednesday, wed, 
thursday, thu, 
friday, fri, 
saturday, sat, 
weekdays, 
weekends

For policies. Day of the week.

time hh:mm – hh:mm 
or hh:mm am – 
hh:mm pm

For policies.

options alert_by_email, Alert/do not alert/do not log 
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no_email_alert, 
no_log

overwriting main configuration.

extra_data Extracted by decoders (data).
if_matched_sid
if_matched_group
if_matched_regex

Composite rules: if a rule matches 
and matched in the past 
(timeframe) a certain 
id/group/regex. 

same_source_ip

same_src_port

same_dst_port

same_user/same_location
same_id/different_url

Composite rules: granular 
configuration.

os_match library: used in <match>, <user>, <url>, <id>, <status>, <hostname>, 
<program_name>, <srcport>, <dstport> in rules.

   ^ -> To specify the beginning of the text. 

   $ -> To specify the end of the text. 

   | -> To create an "OR" between multiple patterns.

Examples:

Log message: “Oct 31 19:16:59 atropo su: pam_unix(su-l:session): session opened 
for user root by piopio(uid=504)”

**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding. 

       full event: 'Oct 31 19:16:59 atropo su: pam_unix(su-l:session): 
session opened for user root by piopio(uid=504)' 

       hostname: 'atropo' 

       program_name: 'su' 

       log: 'pam_unix(su-l:session): session opened for user root by 
piopio(uid=504)' 

 

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'su' 

**Phase 3: Completed filtering (rules). 

       Rule id: '5303' 
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       Level: '3' 

       Description: 'User successfully changed UID to root.' 

**Alert to be generated. 

This log message goes through the three explained phases: hostname and program_name are 
extracted by predecoding, then a decoder named “su” matches and at the end the event is triggered 
by a rule whose id is 5303 having a severity level of 3.

“su” decoder:

<decoder name="su"> 

  <program_name>^su$</program_name> 

</decoder> 

The “su” decoder matches on program_name.

Then rule 5300 intercepts the event with decoded_as.

This rule is a typical parent rule grouping all rules depending on this decoder.

<rule id="5300" level="0" noalert="1"> 

    <decoded_as>su</decoded_as> 

    <description>Initial grouping for su messages.</description> 

</rule> 

Rule 5303 is a child of 5300: this is determined by <if_sid> binding this rule to its parent rule.

This rule matches the string “session opened for user root” in this case.

<rule id="5303" level="3"> 

    <if_sid>5300</if_sid> 

    <regex>session opened for user root|^'su root'|</regex> 

    <regex>^+ \S+ \S+\proot$|^\S+ to root on|^SU \S+ \S+ + \S+ \S+-
root$</regex> 

    <description>User successfully changed UID to root.</description> 

    <group>authentication_success,</group> 

 </rule> 

At this point an alert is generated as shown in phase 3.

Log message: ”Oct 31 19:25:36 atropo sudo:   piopio : user NOT in sudoers ; 
TTY=pts/2 ; PWD=/home/piopio ; USER=root ; COMMAND=/bin/su”
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**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding. 

       full event: 'Oct 31 19:25:36 atropo sudo:   piopio : user NOT 
in sudoers ; TTY=pts/2 ; PWD=/home/piopio ; USER=root ; 
COMMAND=/bin/su' 

       hostname: 'atropo' 

       program_name: 'sudo' 

       log: '  piopio : user NOT in sudoers ; TTY=pts/2 ; 
PWD=/home/piopio ; USER=root ; COMMAND=/bin/su' 

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'sudo' 

       dstuser: 'piopio' 

**Phase 3: Completed filtering (rules). 

       Rule id: '5403' 

       Level: '4' 

       Description: 'First time user executed sudo.' 

**Alert to be generated. 

This log message goes through the three explained phases: predecoding phase extracts hostname 
and program_name. A decoder named “sudo” matches and extracts the field “dstuser”, then rule 
5400 and rule 5403 are fired generating the alert.

“sudo” decoder:

<decoder name="sudo"> 

  <program_name>^sudo</program_name> 

  <regex>^\s+(\S+)\s:</regex> 

  <order>user</order> 

  <fts>name,user,location</fts> 

  <ftscomment>First time user executed the sudo command</ftscomment> 

</decoder>  

This decoder matches the message with program_name, extracts the user name with regex and 
order tags, then signals fts name, user and location.
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Rules:

<rule id="5400" level="0" noalert="1"> 

    <decoded_as>sudo</decoded_as> 

    <description>Initial group for sudo messages</description> 

</rule> 

<rule id="5403" level="4"> 

    <if_sid>5400</if_sid> 

    <options>alert_by_email</options> 

    <if_fts></if_fts> 

    <description>First time user executed sudo.</description> 

</rule>   

FTS queue:

[...]

sudo  piopio      /var/log/2008/2008-10/2008-10-31/local/secure

These values are stored in the fts queue so next time sudo is executed this rule must not be fired.

E-mail:

OSSEC HIDS Notification.

2008 Oct 31 19:25:37

Received From: atropo->/var/log/2008/2008-10/2008-10-31/local/secure

Rule: 5403 fired (level 4) -> "First time user executed sudo."

Portion of the log(s):

Oct 31 19:25:36 atropo sudo:   piopio : user NOT in sudoers ; 
TTY=pts/2 ; PWD=/home/piopio ; USER=root ; COMMAND=/bin/su

--END OF NOTIFICATION

Log message: ”Oct 31 20:06:45 atropo sudo:   piopio : user NOT in sudoers ; 
TTY=pts/2 ; PWD=/home/piopio ; USER=root ; COMMAND=/bin/su”

** Alert 1225480006.3968: mail  - syslog,sudo 

2008 Oct 31 20:06:46 atropo-
>/var/log/2008/2008-10/2008-10-31/local/secure 
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Rule: 5402 (level 3) -> 'Successful sudo to ROOT executed' 

Src IP: (none) 

User: piopio 

Oct 31 20:06:45 atropo sudo:   piopio : user NOT in sudoers ; 
TTY=pts/2 ; PWD=/home/piopio ; USER=root ; COMMAND=/bin/su 

Fired rule 5402:

<rule id="5402" level="3"> 

   <if_sid>5400</if_sid> 

   <match> ; USER=root ; COMMAND=</match> 

   <description>Successful sudo to ROOT executed</description> 

</rule> 

There is a problem: user is not in sudoers but Ossec believes he successfully changed to root.

Log message: ”Oct 31 20:19:57 atropo sudo:   piopio : user NOT in sudoers ; 
TTY=pts/2 ; PWD=/home/piopio ; USER=root ; COMMAND=/bin/su”

New rule in local_rules.xml (user defined):

<rule id="100070" level="5"> 

<if_sid>5400</if_sid> 

<match>user NOT in sudoers</match> 

<description>User tried to execute sudo but she/he is not in 
sudoers.</description> 

</rule> 

Generated alert:

** Alert 1225480797.4818: mail  - local,syslog, 

2008 Oct 31 20:19:57 atropo-
>/var/log/2008/2008-10/2008-10-31/local/secure 

Rule: 100070 (level 5) -> 'User tried to execute sudo but she/he is 
not in sudoers.' 

Src IP: (none) 

User: piopio 

Oct 31 20:19:57 atropo sudo:   piopio : user NOT in sudoers ; 
TTY=pts/2 ; PWD=/home/piopio ; USER=root ; COMMAND=/bin/su 

There is also a kind of “catch all” rule matching on every potential dangerous word in messages not 
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caught by other rules:

 <var name="BAD_WORDS">core_dumped|failure|error|attack|bad |illegal |
denied|refused|unauthorized|fatal|failed|Segmentation Fault|
Corrupted</var>

<rule id="1002" level="2"> 

    <match>$BAD_WORDS</match> 

    <options>alert_by_email</options> 

    <description>Unknown problem somewhere in the 
system.</description> 

</rule> 

Log message: ”Nov  8 11:00:02 nessuno sshd2[1693320]: yp_all - TCP channel create 
failure: RPC: Port mapper failure - RPC: Timed out ”

**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding. 

       full event: 'Nov  8 11:00:02 nessuno sshd2[1693320]: yp_all - 
TCP channel create failure: RPC: Port mapper failure - RPC: Timed out' 

       hostname: 'nessuno' 

       program_name: 'sshd2' 

       log: 'yp_all - TCP channel create failure: RPC: Port mapper 
failure - RPC: Timed out' 

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'sshd' 

**Phase 3: Completed filtering (rules). 

       Rule id: '1002' 

       Level: '2' 

       Description: 'Unknown problem somewhere in the system.' 

**Alert to be generated. 

Logtest tool: ossec-logtest
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A useful tool not compiled by default during the installation is ossec-logtest. This tool allows to 
test rules setup without needing to append log samples to log files monitored by Ossec. Its output 
has been used to generate all of the previous examples. It's not only useful to test and debug new 
rules and decoders but also to fully understand how Ossec parses log messages. 

How to compile and install it:

[root@atropo src]# cd /usr/src/ossec-hids-1.6/src/

[root@atropo src]# make clean 

[root@atropo src]# make libs

[root@atropo src]# cd analysisd/

[root@atropo analysisd]# make logtest 

[root@atropo analysisd]# cp -p ossec-logtest /var/ossec/bin/ 

If launched with the -h option:

[root@atropo ~]# ossec-logtest -h 

OSSEC HIDS v1.6 - Third Brigade, Inc. (contact@ossec.net) 

http://www.ossec.net 

  ossec-testrule: -[Vhdt] [-u user] [-g group] [-c config] [-D dir] 

    -V          Version and license message 

    -h          This help message 

    -d          Execute in debug mode 

    -t          Test configuration 

    -u <user>   Run as 'user' 

    -g <group>  Run as 'group' 

    -c <config> Read the 'config' file 

    -D <dir>    Chroot to 'dir' 

The tool is interactive and can also read huge log files from pipes.

Writing decoders and rules: Cisco IOS log messages

As declared in decoder.xml to support Cisco IOS log messages Ossec requires “no service time 
stamp and no sequence-numbers ”.

Log messages sent by Cisco IOS to the syslog server (with Syslog-ng installed) result to be in the 
following format:
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Nov 13 00:07:50 to-infn-gw 6972756: Nov 13 00:07:49 CET: %SEC-6-
IPACCESSLOGP: list 120 denied udp 10.0.0.14(5353) -> 
224.0.0.251(5353), 3 packets 

Nov 13 00:07:50 to-infn-gw 6972757: Nov 13 00:07:49 CET: %SEC-6-
IPACCESSLOGP: list 120 denied udp 10.0.0.223(5353) -> 
224.0.0.251(5353), 6 packets 

Ossec seems not to parse correctly these messages with a duplicated header.

It is possible to customize a log message received by Syslog-ng adding a destination with a 
specified file and a user defined template.

destination d_gate_ossec            { file("/logs/test/gate_ossec.log" 
template("$DATE $HOST cisco: $MESSAGE\n")); };

Using this template the log message will result as follows, choosing to append a false “program 
name” as a delimiter (cisco:):

Nov 10 19:11:25 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958349: Nov 10 19:08:45 CET: 
%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 120 denied udp 10.0.0.13(5353) -> 
224.0.0.251(5353), 1 packet

Now it is possible to write custom decoders to extract critical information from these log messages.

In pre-decoding phase the program_name (fake, written by the Syslog-ng template) and the 
hostname too are properly recognized:

**Phase 1: Completed pre-decoding. 

       full event: 'Nov 10 19:11:25 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958349: Nov 10 
19:08:45 CET: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 120 denied udp 10.0.0.13(5353) 
-> 224.0.0.251(5353), 1 packet' 

       hostname: 'to-infn-gw' 

       program_name: 'cisco' 

       log: '6958349: Nov 10 19:08:45 CET: %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 
120 denied udp 10.0.0.13(5353) -> 224.0.0.251(5353), 1 packet' 

Focusing on message identifiers (%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP, %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGSP, %SEC-6-
IPACCESSLOGRP, %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP, %SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGNP) custom decoders will be 
created.
cisco-infn-to is the parent decoder: it parses from the sequence number (\d+:) to the end of the 
date sent by Cisco IOS.

<decoder name="cisco-infn-to"> 

  <program_name>cisco</program_name> 

<prematch>\d+: \w+ \d+ \d+:\d+:\d+ \w+:</prematch> 

</decoder> 

cisco-infn-to-icmp is for icmp packets with two ip addresses, no ports, the list number, the 
action.
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<decoder name="cisco-infn-to-icmp"> 

<parent>cisco-infn-to</parent> 

<prematch offset="after_parent">%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP</prematch> 

<regex offset="after_prematch">list (\d+) (\w+) (\w+) (\d+.\d+.\d+.\d
+) -> (\d+.\d+.\d+.\d+) \(0/0\), (\d+)</regex> 

<order>id, action, protocol, srcip, dstip, data</order> 

</decoder> 

Log message: ”Nov 10 19:19:27 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958414: Nov 10 19:16:47 CET: 
%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP: list 100 denied icmp 192.168.7.113 -> 192.168.5.94 (0/0), 

1 packet”

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'cisco-infn-to' 

       id: '100' 

       action: 'denied' 

       proto: 'icmp' 

       srcip: '192.168.7.113' 

       dstip: '192.168.5.94' 

       extra_data: '1' 

cisco-infn-to-o-ip is for other ipv4 protocols slightly different from icmp messages: 

<decoder name="cisco-infn-to-o-ip"> 

<parent>cisco-infn-to</parent> 

<prematch offset="after_parent">%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGRP</prematch> 

<regex offset="after_prematch">list (\d+) (\w+) (\w+) (\d+.\d+.\d+.\d
+) -> (\d+.\d+.\d+.\d+), (\d+)</regex> 

<order>id, action, protocol, srcip, dstip, data</order> 

</decoder> 

Log message: ”Nov 10 23:20:33 to-infn-gw cisco: 6959245: Nov 10 23:17:53 CET: 
%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGRP: list 120 denied igmp 169.254.13.240 -> 224.0.0.22, 1 

packet”

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'cisco-infn-to' 
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       id: '120' 

       action: 'denied' 

       proto: 'igmp' 

       srcip: '169.254.13.240' 

       dstip: '224.0.0.22' 

       extra_data: '1' 

cisco-infn-to-tcp is for tcp and udp with two ip addresses, source and destination port, list 
number, action taken and number of packets.

<decoder name="cisco-infn-to-tcp"> 

<parent>cisco-infn-to</parent> 

<prematch offset="after_parent">%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP</prematch> 

<regex offset="after_parent">list (\d+) (\w+) (\w+) (\d+.\d+.\d+.\d+)\
((\d+)\) -> (\d+.\d+.\d+.\d+)\((\d+)\), (\d+)</regex> 

<order>id, action, protocol, srcip, srcport, dstip, dstport, 
data</order> 

</decoder> 

Log message: ”Nov 10 19:18:02 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958399: Nov 10 19:15:22 CET: 
%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 130 denied tcp 192.168.3.91(2826) -> 10.0.2.18(139), 1 

packet”

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'cisco-infn-to' 

       id: '130' 

       action: 'denied' 

       proto: 'tcp' 

       srcip: '192.168.3.91' 

       srcport: '2826' 

       dstip: '10.0.2.18' 

       dstport: '139' 

       extra_data: '1' 

cisco-infn-to-rl is for “logging rate-limited” messages. It extracts no fields at the moment.

Log message: ”Nov 10 19:11:23 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958348: Nov 10 19:08:43 CET: 
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%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGRL: access-list logging rate-limited or missed 15 packets”

<decoder name="cisco-infn-to-rl"> 

<parent>cisco-infn-to</parent> 

<prematch offset="after_parent">%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGRL</prematch> 

</decoder> 

Rules must be customized based on specific ACL. Here some examples are proposed:

<rule id="100900" level="0"> 

<decoded_as>cisco-infn-to</decoded_as> 

<description>Grouping all cisco-infn decoded messages.</description> 

</rule>

<rule id="100907" level="3"> 

<if_sid>100900</if_sid> 

<id>130|120</id> 

<srcip>10.0.0.0/8</srcip> 

<srcip>172.16.0.0/12</srcip> 

<srcip>192.168.0.0/16</srcip> 

<srcip>169.254.0.0/16</srcip> 

<action>denied</action> 

<description>ACL list 130 and 120. Ip from private 
networks.</description> 

</rule>

<rule id="100903" level="3"> 

<if_sid>100900</if_sid> 

<id>100</id> 

<match>icmp</match> 

<action>denied</action> 

<description>ACL list 100: inbound traffic. ICMP blocked from outside 
the lan.</description> 
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</rule> 

Fired rules examples:

Log message: “Nov 10 19:19:27 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958414: Nov 10 19:16:47 CET: 
%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGDP: list 100 denied icmp 192.168.7.113 -> 192.168.5.94 (0/0), 

1 packet”

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'cisco-infn-to' 

       id: '100' 

       action: 'denied' 

       proto: 'icmp' 

       srcip: '192.168.7.113' 

       dstip: '192.168.5.94' 

       extra_data: '1' 

**Phase 3: Completed filtering (rules). 

       Rule id: '100903' 

       Level: '3' 

       Description: 'ACL list 100: inbound traffic. ICMP blocked from 
outside the lan.' 

**Alert to be generated. 

Log message: “Nov 10 19:48:45 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958604: Nov 10 19:46:05 CET: 
%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 120 denied tcp 192.168.68.1(4678) -> 

192.168.2.24(139), 1 packet”

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       decoder: 'cisco-infn-to' 

       id: '120' 

       action: 'denied' 

       proto: 'tcp' 

       srcip: '192.168.68.1' 

       srcport: '4678' 

       dstip: '192.168.2.24' 
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       dstport: '139' 

       extra_data: '1' 

**Phase 3: Completed filtering (rules). 

       Rule id: '100907' 

       Level: '3' 

       Description: 'ACL list 130 and 120. Ip from private networks.' 

**Alert to be generated. 

Compiled rules

C compiled rules are a new feature only available with the latest snapshot (ossec-hids-081030). It 
will be included in the next release: 1.7.

Compiled rules extend xml rules with customized functionalities not implemented yet.

Compiled rules code and tools are in src/analysisd/compiled_rules/ inside the Ossec package.

[root@atropo compiled_rules]# pwd 

/usr/src/ossec-hids-081030/src/analysisd/compiled_rules 

[root@atropo compiled_rules]# ls -l 

total 72 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root   239 Nov 17 15:52 check_data_size.c 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root  7456 Nov 17 15:58 check_data_size.o 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root   688 Nov 17 15:58 compiled_rules.h 

-rw-r--r-- 1 1000 wheel 2761 Oct 30 15:41 generic_samples.c 

-rw-r--r-- 1 root root  8540 Nov 17 15:58 generic_samples.o 

-rwxr-xr-x 1 1000 wheel  245 Oct 30 15:41 Makefile 

-rwxr-xr-x 1 1000 wheel 4782 Oct 30 15:41 register_rule.sh 

It is possible to list/build/save/restore all available compiled rules or to add a rule with the 
register_rule.sh command.
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[root@atropo compiled_rules]# ./register_rule.sh list 

*Available functions: 

check_data_size 

check_id_size 

comp_mswin_targetuser_calleruser_diff 

comp_srcuser_dstuser 

Compiled rules will be called inside xml based rules with the new tag <compiled_rule> where the 
name of the needed rule will be specified.

How to write and add a new rule

Compiled rules are C based.

Some examples are given in the generic_samples.c file.

It is not recommended to write new rules in this file because it will be modified during the upgrade 
process. It is suggested to give specific names (company name) to every rule.

The first step is to create a new .c file in src/analysisd/compiled_rules/, to include the 
required headers (shared.h, eventinfo.h, config.h) and write the new rule following the given 
examples:

(file: infn_check_data_size_7.c)

#include "shared.h" 

#include "eventinfo.h" 

#include "config.h" 

void *infn_check_data_size_7(Eventinfo *lf) 

{ 

    if(!lf->data) 

    { 

        return(NULL); 

    } 

   if(atoi(lf->data) >= 7) 

    { 

        return(lf); 
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    } 

   return(NULL); 

} 

The Eventinfo structure (taken from the Ossec source code): 

typedef struct _Eventinfo 

{ 

    /* Extracted from the event */ 

    char *log; 

    char *full_log; 

    char *location; 

    char *hostname; 

    char *program_name; 

   /* Extracted from the decoders */ 

    char *srcip; 

    char *dstip; 

    char *srcport; 

    char *dstport; 

    char *protocol; 

    char *action; 

    char *srcuser; 

    char *dstuser; 

    char *id; 

    char *status; 

    char *command; 

    char *url; 

    char *data; 

    char *systemname; 

[...]
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After the creation of a new rule it is compulsory to rebuild the ossec-analysisd and the ossec-logtest 
in order to have the new options available.

Before starting the rebuild process the register_rule.sh must be run to add the new rule to the 
local function list (.function_list)

[root@atropo compiled_rules]# ./register_rule.sh add\ 
infn_check_data_size_7 

*Function infn_check_data_size_7 added. 

[root@atropo compiled_rules]# cat .function_list 

check_id_size 

comp_srcuser_dstuser 

comp_mswin_targetuser_calleruser_diff 

check_data_size 

infn_check_data_size_15 

infn_check_data_size_4 

infn_check_data_size_7 

and with the build option in order to generate the compiled_rules.h file accordingly.

[root@atropo compiled_rules]# ./register_rule.sh build 

*Build completed. 

Now it is possible to rebuild including the newly created rules, the binary files will be copied in 
/var/ossec/bin/:

[root@atropo src]# pwd 

/usr/src/ossec-hids-081030/src 

[root@atropo src]# make clean 

[...]

[root@atropo src]# make libs

[root@atropo src]# cd analysisd/ 

[root@atropo analysisd]# pwd 

/usr/src/ossec-hids-081030/src/analysisd 

[root@atropo analysisd]# make

[...]
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[root@atropo analysisd]# make logtest

[...]

[root@atropo analysisd]# ossec-control stop 

[...]

OSSEC HIDS v1.6.1 Stopped 

[root@atropo analysisd]# cp ossec-analysisd /var/ossec/bin/ 

[root@atropo analysisd]# cp ossec-logtest /var/ossec/bin/ 

[root@atropo analysisd]# ossec-control start

[...]

To save the source files of these rules it is suggested to use the save option of register_rule.sh. 
All files will be saved in /var/ossec/compiled_rules/:

[root@atropo compiled_rules]# ./register_rule.sh save 

*Save completed at /var/ossec/compiled_rules/ 

How to use compiled rules

At this point it is possible to use the <compiled_rule> tag with the name of the desired C rule.

It is now possible to write a rule to check if the data field (or any other with other C rules) is equal 
or grater than “7” (in the example above).

<rule id="100910" level="7"> 

<if_sid>100907</if_sid> 

<compiled_rule>infn_check_data_size_7</compiled_rule> 

<description>Check data >= 7</description> 

</rule> 

Examples

Log message: “Nov 10 19:17:23 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958394: Nov 10 19:14:43 CET: 
%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 120 denied udp 10.0.0.223(5353) -> 224.0.0.251(5353), 

5 packets”

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       [...]

       extra_data: '5' 
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**Phase 3: Completed filtering (rules). 

       Rule id: '100907' 

       Level: '3' 

       Description: 'ACL list 130 and 120. Private network.' 

**Alert to be generated. 

Log message: ”Nov 10 19:15:23 to-infn-gw cisco: 6958377: Nov 10 19:12:43 CET: 
%SEC-6-IPACCESSLOGP: list 120 denied udp 10.0.0.11(5353) -> 224.0.0.251(5353), 9 

packets”

**Phase 2: Completed decoding. 

       [...]

       extra_data: '9' 

**Phase 3: Completed filtering (rules). 

       Rule id: '100910' 

       Level: '7' 

       Description: 'Check data >= 7' 

**Alert to be generated. 

In the first case the rule 100910 will not be fired (extra_data = 5) while in the second case the rule 
will match.

File integrity checking, rootkit detection and policy enforcement

Syscheck: files integrity checking

Syscheck is available with all Ossec installation types (local, server or agent). It will be responsible 
for file integrity checking.

By default all configuration and binary files are monitored under Linux/Unix and BSD systems. 
Under Windows system directories and important key registry entries are checked.

In the Ossec main configuration file (/var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf) there is a section dedicated to 
syscheck options: the <syscheck> tag will contain all related elements.

There are two main configuration areas: time and files.

It is possible to set how often to run the syscheck or when and also if the scan must start when 
Ossec is launched.
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The <frequency> tag indicates after how many seconds the syscheck  must be performed again 
after the service is started. The minimum allowed interval is of one hour (3600 s).

<frequency>7200</frequency> 

Instead of “frequency” it is possible to set the time and/or the day when syscheck must run.

With the tag <scan_on_start> (default “yes”) it is possible to tell Ossec not to run the syscheck 
when starting.

<scan_day>monday</scan_day>

<scan_time>8 pm</scan_time>

<scan_on_start>no</scan_on_start>

In the <directories> tag are specified files and directories to check (in case of a directory the 
check is recursive). This tag has 6 allowed attributes: check_all, check_sum, check_size, 
check_owner, check_group, check_perm. The first includes all others. 

<directories check_all="yes">/etc,/usr/bin,/usr/sbin</directories> 

<directories check_all="yes">/bin,/sbin</directories> 

For Windows registry entries:

<windows_registry>HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software</windows_registry> 

To ignore variable files that change too often or of no relevance <ignore> and <registry_ignore> 
are available: every file ignored on server will be also ignored on agents, while agent configuration 
is only applied locally.

<ignore>/etc/mtab</ignore> 

<ignore>C:\WINDOWS/System32/LogFiles</ignore> 

<registry_ignore>HKEY_CURRENT_USER</registry_ignore>

If a monitored file changes three times by default further changes will be ignored. To modify this 
option there is the <auto_ignore> element (yes/no).

<auto_ignore>no</auto_ignore>

With <alert_new_files> it is possible to generate an alert if a new file is created under monitored 
directories.

When syscheck is performed for the first time a database is created on the server side in 
/var/ossec/queue/syscheck/ in text files named after the agent name (for each agent deployed) 
and a file named “syscheck” for the server with one entry per line for every file:

 ++
+42:33188:0:0:7d13d10e54ac58225a74511d0cb709a6:24b1507023342f8a812cbdb
54144874b42c48f62 !1227605202 /etc/resolv.conf

Assuming file checked the first time are good files, every change to their attributes or cryptographic 
checksums are reported.
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With the useful tool syscheck_control it is possible to see which files changed and for which 
agent, to ignore files, to zero the auto-ignore counter:

[root@atropo bin]# syscheck_control -h 

OSSEC HIDS syscheck_control: Manages the integrity checking database. 

Available options: 

        -h          This help message. 

        -l          List available (active or not) agents. 

        -lc         List only active agents. 

        -u <id>     Updates (clear) the database for the agent. 

        -u all      Updates (clear) the database for all agents. 

        -i <id>     List modified files for the agent. 

        -r -i <id>  List modified registry entries for the agent 
(Windows only). 

        -f <file>   Prints information about a modified file. 

        -z          Used with the -f, zeroes the auto-ignore counter. 

        -d          Used with the -f, ignores that file. 

        -s          Changes the output to CSV (comma delimited). 

[root@atropo bin]# syscheck_control -l 

OSSEC HIDS syscheck_control. List of available agents: 

   ID: 000, Name: atropo (server), IP: 127.0.0.1, Active/Local 

   ID: 001, Name: loki, IP: 192.168.3.3, Active 

[root@atropo bin]# syscheck_control -i 001 

Integrity changes for agent 'loki (001) - 192.168.3.3': 

Changes for 2008 Nov 25: 

2008 Nov 25 10:21:47,0 - /var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf 

2008 Nov 25 10:45:10,0 - /var/ossec/etc/ossec.conf 

No granular configurations are available: everything is managed with specific rules with 
<if_group>syscheck</if_group>.
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With two configuration options from internal_options.conf it is possible to reduce 
CPU/memory usage during the file checking process causing syscheck to sleep for 2 seconds after 
15 files checked:

syscheck.sleep=2 

syscheck.sleep_after=15 

Configuration options summed up:

Tag @ Value Explanation
syscheck Main tag.
frequency (number of 

seconds)
How often the syscheck  must be 
performed.

scan_day sunday, sun, 
monday, mon, 
tuesday, tue, 
wednesday, wed, 
thursday, thu, 
friday, fri, 
saturday, sat, 
weekdays, 
weekends

Day when syscheck must be run. 
(broken, it will be fixed in 1.7)

scan_time hh:mm or hh:mm 
am/pm

Time when syscheck must be run.

scan_on_start yes/no Perform or do not perform 
integrity checks on start.

directories @check_all yes/no All checks.
@check_sum yes/no Md5/Sha1.

@check_size yes/no Size changes.

@check_owner yes/no Ownership changes.

@check_group yes/no Group ownership changes.

@check_perm yes/no Permission changes.

ignore To ignore a file.
@type sregex It works like os_match library in 

rules (^, $, |).
auto_ignore yes/no Ignore file that changes too often.
alert_new_files yes/no Alert when a newly created file 

has been found.
windows_registry Windows registry entries to 

monitor.
registry_ignore Windows registry entries to 

ignore.
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Rootcheck: rootkit detection and policy enforcement

Ossec rootcheck daemon is responsible for rootkit detection.

It will scan files and processes looking for signs of the presence of rootkit installed. It looks for both 
application level and kernel level rootkit.

Application level rootkit are detected using signatures. Signatures files are stored on server in 
/var/ossec/etc/shared/:

From ossec.conf:

<rootkit_files>/var/ossec/etc/shared/rootkit_files.txt</rootkit_files> 

<rootkit_trojans>/var/ossec/etc/shared/rootkit_trojans.txt</rootkit_tr
ojans> 

This configuration should not be changed. 

Kernel level rootkits are discovered with anomaly detection technology (with checks on processes, 
devices directory, files, hidden open ports).

Policy monitoring/enforcement is made with a particular configuration where files, directories, file 
content and processes are specified in order to be put under control. If a configuration or an 
application is not allowed an alert will be generated.

Configuration syntax is not shown here. 

From ossec.conf:

<system_audit>/var/ossec/etc/shared/system_audit_rcl.txt</system_audit
> 

<system_audit>/var/ossec/etc/shared/cis_debian_linux_rcl.txt</system_a
udit> 

<system_audit>/var/ossec/etc/shared/cis_rhel_linux_rcl.txt</system_aud
it> 

<system_audit>/var/ossec/etc/shared/cis_rhel5_linux_rcl.txt</system_au
dit>

Main tag is <rootcheck>.

A command line tool is available: rootcheck_control.

No granular configurations are available: everything is managed with specific rules with 
<if_group>rootcheck</if_group>.
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